Technical Data

sima

sima220
Max. format:

180 x 285 mm, 7” x 11¼”

Min. format:

90 x 145 mm, 3½” x 59/16”

Envelope thickness:

max. 8 mm, ¼”

Envelope weight:

max. 100 g, 3½ oz

Infeed height adjustable:

600 – 900 mm, 23½”-35”

Mail tray changeover:

approx. 1,8 sec (max. 2.000 trays/hour)

Speed:

up to 24,000 envelopes/hour, depending on envelope quality and size

Letter trays:

MM 2 ft tray, MM 1 ft tray, EMM 2 ft tray, capacity up to 20 trays

Electrical connection:

16 A, 400/230 V, 4 kW

Compressed air:

6 bar, 200 l/min

Connection:

lines up with any inserter

Automatic Tray Filler

Floorplan

Touchless stacking:
Jam up is almost impossible. Even mailpieces with i.e.
attached credit cards can be stacked perfectly into the
trays.
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sima with turning module
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Sequence control:
Each mail piece is only processed when the reading result of
the following mail piece is verified.

For videos and more information please visit www.palamides.de/videos

Flap up/flap down:
With the push of a button the envelope flap up/flap down
will be stacked into the boxes.
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sima

Automatic Tray Filler

The Advantages

Standard equipment and options
Standard Equipment:

The picture shows the sima220 with camera reading, sequence
control, infeed straight for flap up/flap down and German tray
change module without printer for tray labels.

Inserter height adjustable from 600–900 mm

Sequence control: each mail piece is only

Automatic ejection of envelopes with open 		

processed when the reading result of the following 		

flaps, misreads, etc. (depending on camera system)

mail piece is verified

Magazine for up to 20 post boxes

Feeder with rotary module: with the push of

(depending on the size)

…an overview:
Lower costs due to automatically
filled post boxes
Significantly higher net output of the

Optional:

Output buffer for up to 10 intermixed letter trays
Machine control with touch screen
and clear user interface.
45°/45° angled re-direction for highest

a button the envelope flap up/flap down will be
stacked into the boxes
Camera system (OCR, match control, barcodes,
IMB, Postnet)
Printing of information and tray labels

process reliability

Server connected reading system

Increased workforce efficiency

Automatic set-up for very short make-

Quality control (open flaps, printed image)

Short changeover time of less than

ready times

Completeness check, checklist

10 minutes

Touchless mail piece stacking

reports. Feedback to database

Processing of a variety of different post 		

Standard interface with preparation for

Envelope thickness measurements to

inserter

boxes (please ask us in advance)

stop connection

Adjustable stack of mail pieces:

optimise the filling level of the post boxes
Various interfaces on request

from contact free to compacted
Patented touchless stacking envelopes 		
cannot catch at windows and flaps
Can be connected to any available inserter
Extremely quick tray change of
under 2 seconds
Large tray magazine for up to 20 post 		
boxes depending on the size,
for continuous production
The Machine – Function discription
The sima Automatic Tray Filler lines up with any inserter and
automates the handling at the end of the inserting lines.
The delivery checks for open flaps, non-readable addresses
or Barcodes/Data matrix codes, and automatically ejects any
misreads.
Post box change can be activated by counting, by a signal of
the inserting line, by a print mark reader, or by information
provided by a camera system that reads the data matrix code.
Our patented stacking unit safely stacks the mail pieces individually without touching each other, making twisting or interleaving almost impossible.
To achieve the maximum filling degree of the post box, the mail
piece stack is being pressed and put into the tray.

…by Options:

The box change is executed extremely fast in under 2 seconds.
The tray exchange unit can be set in our factory for all different kinds of post boxes or letter trays (American cardboard or
corrugated plastic trays, 1 ft and 2 ft MM and EMM, UK hard
plastic boxes, etc. A unique feature is its ability to intermix the
American 1 ft and 2 ft letter trays depending on the pre-sorting
needs).

Optimised quality as a result of the
ejection of defective envelopes,
sequence errors, unreadable barcodes 		
and addresses
Perfect control: generates a
“missed address” report
Suitable for inline production.

As an option a post label or box ticket printer can be integrated
into the sima, which applies a tray label onto the letter tray.
The filled boxes are stored temporarily on a large buffer section.
Massive cost reduction due to precise output information, for
example for Mail Mark (UK), mail.dat (US), etc.

The post boxes can be fed onto an
automatic conveyor
Connection to databases and
Automatic set up. Set up very easy and in no time!

The design makes operation of the sima220 simple and significantly increases operator comfort.

post optimising systems possible
Printer for tray labels/tickets

Postbox magazine on 3 levels: efficient
and very easy to use

Exit of the filled trays at perfect
ergonomic height

